Accuracy of velocity distortion product otoacoustic emissions for estimating mechanically based hearing loss.
Distortion product otoacoustic emissions (DPOAEs) measured as vibration of the human eardrum have been successfully used to estimate hearing threshold. The estimates have proved more accurate than similar methods using sound-pressure DPOAEs. Nevertheless, the estimation accuracy of the new technique might have been influenced by endogenous noise, such as heart beat, breathing and swallowing. Here, we investigate in an animal model to what extent the accuracy of the threshold estimation technique using velocity-DPOAEs might be improved by reducing noise sources. Velocity-DPOAE I/O functions were measured in normal and hearing-impaired anaesthetized guinea pigs. Hearing loss was either conductive or induced by furosemide injection. The estimated distortion product threshold (EDPT) obtained by extrapolation of the I/O function to the abscissa was found to linearly correlate with the compound action potential threshold at the f(2) frequency, provided that furosemide data were excluded. The standard deviation of the linear regression fit was 6 dB as opposed to 8 dB in humans, suggesting that this accuracy should be achievable in humans with appropriate improvement of signal-to-noise ratio. For the furosemide animals, the CAP threshold relative to the regression line provided an estimate of the functional loss of the inner hair cell system. For mechanical losses in the middle ear and/or cochlear amplifier, DPOAEs measured as velocity of the umbo promise an accuracy of hearing threshold estimation comparable to classical audiometry.